The heart of thermal- & volcano land Styria

The world
belongs to
those who
enjoy it!
Giacomo Leopardi

Feldbach makes sense!

Feldbach is located in the heart of the thermal and volcanic region of Styria. Culinary,
craft and vitality of the volcanic country unite with health and well-being around the hot
thermal springs. Feldbach, with its 13,000
inhabitants, is the fifth largest city in Styria
and the district capital of southeastern Styria, located directly on the Schlösserstraße.
Feldbach has something unique. The most
colorful church tower in the world stands in
the pretty city. The bright colors are a symbol
of peaceful coexistence of different cultures
and are more popular background for vacation photos. With the Altstadtgasse, the Raab
metropolis has the most nostalgic promenade in south-eastern Styria. The story, from the
Stone Age to the recent past, is illustrated in
the Museum in Tabor. In 41 rooms upstairs,
downstairs and 12 exhibitions, life in Southeast
Styria is depicted. For travel groups calligraphy is gladly offered in the „school class“.
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Stroll and enjoy culture. From its most beautiful side shows the shopping city Feldbach while
strolling, chat, feast, shopping, seeing and being seen. Especially the Ungarstraße and the Bürgergasse are among the top addresses for shopping and strolling. At 500 meters, 30 fashion
companies form the longest fashion street in southeastern Austria. In between, you can comfortably sit down for coffee, the best foam roll or a glass of wine. The best and straight from farmer‘s
hand can be found in Bauernstadl or on Saturday mornings at the farmer‘s market in courtyard
of the townhall of Feldbach.
Top excursion destinations such as the Vulcano world of ham, the fine brewery LAVA Bräu / Brisky, the imposing fortress Riegersburg, the Zotter chocolate factory or the Gölles schnapps and
vinegar manufactory guarantee a tasty excursion program in the immediate vicinity and can be
hiked.
The trail network along the „Traces of the Volcanoes“ shows the image of a man. The circular
hiking trails „HimmelErdenWeg“ and the „3-Vulkane-Weg“ are part of the trail. For these two tours,
the station in Feldbach is an ideal starting point. Between extinct volcanoes and along the volcanic cones, a picture buffet opens up through the south-eastern Styrian hill country. www.spuren.at
In addition to hiking, you can also get to know country and people while cycling. The five-day
cycling tour starts in Feldbach and with the 14 forest and meadow tours, a well-maintained cycle
path network is guaranteed. Along the family-friendly Raabtal Cycle Route R11, the shopping city
is predestined for a break. In addition, the excellent connection to the public transport network
makes it possible for the visitor to do without the car on holiday and if necessary, an e-bike or
e-car can be rented.
In the most famous corner of Austria for culinary delights offer excellent restaurants and wine
taverns all year round wonderful refreshments. The transparent factories with refined products
in and around Feldbach cordially invite to guided tours and tastings on fixed dates for individual
travelers and tailor-made group programs.
Feldbach in Advent. A particularly beautiful Christmas market in the atmospheric courtyard of the
townhall (every Advent Saturday and on 8 December from 10 to 19 clock) under the motto „living
together Advent“, next door the Christmas wonderland Altstadtgasse, the unique crib hiking trail
in Gossendorf with over 30 nativity scenes in the free Nature and Christmas at Schloss Kornberg
with the special exhibition Christmas and Passion Nativity scenes, icons, lace and woodcarving
are a good opportunity for an advent trip. With the event center for cultural highlights and the
existing infrastructure for meetings, Feldbach persistently expands its position as a shopping city,
cultural city and educational city.

Feldbach really makes sense!

